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Introduction

After over twenty years of civil war, the new Somali government is beginning the
process of rebuilding Somali society and in particular the Somali National Army. This paper
intends to provide a description / of several of these issues. First, we start with brief summary
of the consequences of societal collapse and their deleterious impact on the most basic
conditions of civil and military society will be presented. Second, the discussion focuses on
the current state of the immediate situation confronting the military sector, particularly the
Somali National Army. Third, we briefly focus on the literature concerning peacekeeping.
Fourth, the discussion will return to basic practical issues concerning the SNA and suggest
the development of a research unit for the SNA to assist in data collection and analysis for
study and analysis pertaining to issues impacting leadership development, and capacity
building for logistics, recruitment, training, and other tasks of the rebuilding process.
Summary of the Consequences of Societal Collapse

Somalia is coming out of collapse after 25 years of civil war and famine. The last
internationally recognized government headed by Mohammed Siad Barre collapsed in 1991.
Somalia immediately fractured along regional and clan fault lines. Mohamed Farrah Hassan
Aidid2 occupied the capital city of Mogadishu. The northwest region soon declared itself in
independent Republic of Somaliland. The United Nations established operations and the U.
S. led a unified task force that ended in confrontation commonly referred to as “Blackhawk
Down”.3 The situation resulted in the U.S. withdrawing its participation. 4 The disastrous
outcome motivated a change in U.S. policy toward peacekeeping and intervention. 5 The
country continued to devolve into chaos of competing political figures, clan leaders, and warlord factions. Balkanization accelerated with some twenty separate regions claiming
independent authority. 6
The intensity of conflict abated in the later 1990s as individual factions established their
domains and a Transitional National Government which was followed by the Transitional
Federal Government (TFG) in 2004 as a result of an international conference in Kenya led by
the Puntland semiautonomous state leader, Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed. 7During this time there
were numerous peace negotiation efforts assembled by various political leaders and factions
from Somalia, with negotiations held in neighboring states.8 Distrust erupted in new clan
fighting in Mogadishu the next year; the creation of the Islamic Courts Union (ICU) in 2005
by a coalition of various civil, clan, and religious leaders. The Islamic Courts Union brought
six months of stability to Mogadishu. However, its religious overtones created fear in
neighboring regions and in the U.S. as they began to consolidate factious regions. This
created international concern that radical interpretation of Islam was coming to power in
Somalia.9 Whether Ethiopia was influenced by outsiders is uncertain, but they had a reason to
worry about their Ogaden region, which is overwhelmingly Somali and envisioned the
Islamic Courts, which had established Shari‟a law in its zones of control as becoming ever
more militant.10 They entered Somalia ostensibly at the invitation of the Transitional Federal
Government and defeated the Courts by December 2006.11
The ICU devolved into a number of factions, the most powerful of which became known as
al-Shabaab and reemerged smaller but far more militant in Mogadishu, … “the exact
opposite of what the United States and its allies sought to promote when they supported the
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December 2006 Ethiopian military intervention in Somalia.” 12The United Nations Security
Council authorized an African Union peacekeeping mission to support of the TFG in 2007. 13
In addition, the TFG fearing a security vacuum objected to Ethiopian withdrawal which did
not occur until 2009. A coalition was formed at a meeting in Djibouti between former ICU
leader Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed's Alliance for the Re-liberation of Somalia (ARS) and
TFG now led by Prime Minister Nur Hassan Hussein. The militant wing of the former ICU
consolidated under al-Shabaab rejected these prospective peace arrangements despite the fact
that Sharif Sheikh Ahmed became president of Somalia in 2009 (serving to 2012).14
Mogadishu exploded in conflict in 2010 after
al-Shabaab attacked the AMISOM mission
Security Examples of Challenges across Somalia
there. In February - March of 2011 and later in
and in Mogadishu
May, the AU began to gradually take more
ground in Mogadishu. Al-Shabaab withdrew
Mogadishu has been the „Stalingrad‟ of East Africa
15
until only recently. The Turkish government and
from Mogadishu August 2011. During 2012
Turkish private sector is rebuilding infrastructure.
the TFG and AMISOM consolidated gains and
pushed further into al-Shabaab areas. The TFG
There is little / no means to link the ordinary citizen
identification to an actual physical address and
was dissolved in August 2012; the Federal
Republic of Somalia was established with the
The unregulated availability of the mobile phone
election of Hassan Sheikh Mohamud as
SIM card allows opportunities for terror
president.16 During the last three years there
Need for the most basic data table information for
have been considerable gains in securing
identification of individuals in the organized crime
territory.17 However, as control has been
and al-Shabaab networks.
expanded, insurgency has taken asymmetric
Al-Shabaab is adapting and morphing
options in targeted killings and occasional
organizationally. Officials presented a 3 tier faction:
random terror over the last three years  Foreign led - leaders have experienced life
outside Somalia
specifically targeting political officials,
 Somali led - but also traveled and globally
various hotels housing officials and foreigners
aware
and even attacking Turkish workers. During
 Somali led with no experience outside
this time, Somalia has been trying to rebuild
Somalia / Horn region - considered by many
as the most hardline faction
literally every government institution. They
face a daunting task given that there is no
Source: National Conference on Internal Security,
institutional infrastructure, data history since
April 20 -23, 2014, Jazeera Hotel, Mogadishu
the collapse - none. 18
Fundamental National Challenges

The following encapsulates a few of the many general challenges for the present
government.19
 The Somali government must expand its “decision space” for virtually all institutions
– particularly the security sector - a period of perhaps 2 – 6 years by way of small
determined steps
 The Federalist arrangement and its consequences / significance for the central
government
 The danger of Balkanization, which would threaten Somali society in terms of
controlling / channeling international macro pressures
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 The creation of a fair and equitable tax and revenue stream to support the government
and the social reconciliation and development projects and be far less dependent on
international donors – external funds often come with provisos
 Various ministries possess little “institutional memory”; previous governments either
did not well document efforts or did not ensure that their work was left available for
the successor government(s). There is literally no organized information about
resources, physical capital, etc. from the TFG or earlier - any findings are
serendipitous
 The restructuring of military and police security apparatus must garner the legitimacy
from the Somali society. The FGS should be far more cognizant of the distinction of
security model types (State oriented model and Citizenship oriented model) – both are
required in a mix appropriate for addressing crisis and building and maintaining
legitimacy over the next two decades
 The growth in design and implantation of programs to fulfill the overarching strategy
of the six pillar policy
 The development of public space and the elimination of drivers of conflict
Current State of the SNA

The biggest issues confronting the Somali National Army (SNA) are the achievement of
successful integration, sustenance, training and equipment. Subsequent to the collapse of the
government and army in 1991 military forces were clan / warlord conglomerations. The
transitional governments of the last decade up to the current government basically formed their
fighting forces with a variety of elements including men from the old Barre military, Puntland
and Jowhar clan militias. After Ethiopia occupied Mogadishu, members from various warlord
militias and clans in and around Mogadishu joined. In 2009, clan based militias from central
Somalia joined the TFG, including former fighters earlier associated with the Islamic Courts, e.g.
the Juba Valley Alliance. Conditions were so poor, that troops were required to have their own
weapons. Further, clan militias and other groups that were not well armed and/ or ignored by the
TFG were recruited by al-Shabaab. Thus, the Federal Government of Somalia (FGS) inherited an
army of clan devised, led and loyal militia shaped force. 20
Integration

In April 2014 President Mohamud opened the National Conference on Internal Security
held in Mogadishu. His remarks included a statement that the clan structure was beginning to
give way and that soldiers were beginning to adopt a national identity. 21This need for integration
of the SNA is perhaps the most fundamental of thorny political difficulties. To further this, a
National Commission for the Somali National Army Integration was formed in May 2015, which
will be chaired by Minister for Defence, Mohamed Ali Hagaa. 22 Whatever the final formula
devised for the composition of the SNA, the most important parameter is the requirement of
integration; if the vast majority of soldiers do not develop a national identity and national
allegiance above that of clan, region, and warlord - then it is a failed effort and prospects for a
unified Somalia are endangered. The process will take a number of years and has significant
hurdles to surmount. Much of the present (and aging) senior leadership‟ status and influence is
built around the old structures; those with stakes in the present arrangements have to be willing
to take the risk of sacrificing their influence for the unification; they may require incentives.
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Further, tied their complex political work ahead is the decision of how broadly the Commission
will extend its outreach for input. This in turn is connected to what they already envision
concerning what kind of Army is being designed. The conjecture is that without the most
inclusive considerations for input, the decision process will be focused on traditional concepts of
military construction and forego a unique opportunity to advance a peace-enforcement,
peacekeeping, peace-development capacity.23 In an earlier effort one of the authors and a Somali
colleague conducted a Somali community focus group in Toronto in June of 2013. One of the
questions asked concerned what kind of a military they wanted for Somalia. 24
What Kind of Army

The question of inclusiveness for input is perhaps critical; without it seems assured that
the political and military discussion will exclusively focus on integration in terms of traditional
conceptions of military construction for war-fighting capacity. This traditional view is reflected
in one of the principal internal discussion documents concerning priorities for training the
SNA25. As might be expected, the document has no coverage for peacekeeping duties, it is
basically very conventional in terms of seeking preparedness for a war-fighting army; and while
this is of course necessary it foregoes the opportunity for a much broader and arguably more
efficacious peacekeeping Army. Educational levels are a problem. The exact percentages are
unknown, but it is recognized that some military specialty categories will be far harder to
populate because some soldiers simply do not have the acquired educational capacity. This factor
is probably of greater weight in terms of creating a peacekeeping capacity, which requires strong
social skills and intuition far more than any of the traditional functions and roles. It may not be a
question of one or the other but rather a matter of balance and political -military needs of the
immediate crisis. The danger is that planning could succumb by orientation to the crisis of the
immediate, confusing the temporal and the symbolic. 26 Again, the training document focuses on
long term in the capacity building for a constructing war-fighting military.
The National Commission for the Somali National Army Integration could represent a crucial
component on whether peacekeeping focus will be included in the organizational design
depending on how inclusive its focus becomes. For example, should the Commission hold „field
hearings‟ around the regions open to all community sectors?27 If it did so, it would help develop
„ownership‟ among citizens, whom must view the SNA as legitimate, representing all Somalis.
Without a perception of legitimacy among the citizens the government can obtain only marginal
success. This is a constant process, not an event outcome. Further, such „hearings‟ might
document a considerable reserve of pent-up demand for the forms of military action discussed
across the range of peacekeeping literature. Perhaps two forms of military capacity are required
for the long-term parameters associated with reconciliation, peace, and development - for war
fighting and one for peacekeeping and peace development. Peacekeeping and war-making
require very different skill sets underpinned by very different mind sets.28 It can be argued that it
is a task enough to develop one model; the rebuttal here is that is not much more to add a
peacekeeping a future capacity and the required training into the organizational model being
developed. Once in the organizational table, it should not be an orphaned child. Certainly the
focus, attitude, and training needs are significantly different and reflected in the literature; these
are solid skills which will be found valuable over the coming decades of rebuilding the society.
Of particular relevance is the traditional military tendency to isolate out, exclude others. This
was particularly the case in Somalia among the U.S. as an interventionist force, where the
political dimensions of the situation were simply not acknowledged. 29
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On one hand, there are the more traditional military versions of peacekeeping and working with
the population such as reflected in US Army War College and on the other studies and briefs
where many of the issues of linkage, need for coordination and cooperation with other actors are
acknowledged30 with phrases such as … “we cannot kill or capture our way to victory” … but
rarely aggressively implemented because military tradition argues against it. The focus remains
on closely holding command and control. Inevitably, despite all the planning, the familiar and
the traditional overwhelmingly govern the domain; tradition is transformed into a culture and /or
an ideology; there is never a „hand off‟. 31
The National Commission for the Somali National Army Integration may alter this tendency of
the future by taking the path toward inclusiveness, thereby impacting ownership of the SNA and
strengthening citizenship by increasing the size of the public space visa vie building a
comprehensive
national discussion
to the notion of
integration around
the critical questions
what kind of army
does Somalia need
and want. Even if the
Commission and the
Ministry of Defense
opt for only the
traditional model,
they should make
structural /
organizational
allowances for
cooperation and
integrative strategies
/tactics with the
national police - a
case of strategic
peacekeeping meeting strategic policing, particularly around issues pertaining to working with
the local community, genuinely seeking their input and advice concerning the improvement of
civil- military and community - police relations, all of which has to positively impact intelligence
gathering.32
The idea is that the self-perception of peacekeeper is / should be as a facilitator or a „stage
manager‟ whose presence provides opportunity for civilians to succeed as individuals, as a
community, and as a nation. Peacekeeping and peace -development training would significantly
contribute to the growth and development of the SNA for the long term - and since it is
overwhelmingly involves far more human relations skills than physical capital is both affordable
and sustainable.33 In addition, it is the obvious understanding that such ongoing civil - military
relations programs will be necessary for a number of years.
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State of Current Physical and Human Capital

On the physical capital, it must be noted at the outset that a significant issue of resources
for the SNA is extremely problematic. During the 1990s virtually all government institutions
were decimated, their documents of institutional history destroyed. 34 Consequently, specific
numbers such as provided by one source indicating troop numbers and particularly the status of
equipment are suspect.35In fact, the physical capital is extremely limited because of the embargo,
the limitations of trained officers and men to manage such equipment. The U. S. has provided
material36 after the partial lifting of the arms embargo has enabled the government to purchase
small arms; „armored vehicles‟ are mostly Land-cruiser pickups mounted with a 12.5 mm heavy
machine gun; the SNA has 4x4 tactical transport trucks, water and fuel tankers, ambulances and
recovery vehicles. 37
One can assume that any new significant equipment would have to have been approved by the
UN and that the Somali government succeeded in acquiring with advanced approval under the
conditions of the various UN Security Council Resolutions and amendments over the
decades. 38With this development the SNA created the Weapons and Ammunition Management
Technical Working Group (WAMTWG) to conduct storage requirement studies. 39A second issue
has been training facilities, which until recently required soldiers to be trained elsewhere, e.g.
Uganda (European Union Training Mission (EUTM) Somalia) 40,Italy41, and others. Turkey has
been providing tremendous infrastructure assistance to Somalia over the last few years and
recently came to an agreement with the Somali government to train some of its military
personnel. 42 Finally, there have been some indications that the U.S. has an unobtrusive presence
in Somalia. 43 Recently, the United Arab Emirates partnered with Somalia to launch a new
training facility at Camp Jazeera. This endeavor will revitalize the facility, which was suffering
from resource management and control issues, has lacked training aids and been seriously in
need of resources. 44 Most recently Somaliland platoon commanders and military police
graduated from a European Union Training Mission conducted there. 45
On the human capital, the Somali Ministry of Defense has established a Defense Working Group
(DWG) and a Training Steering Group (TSG) to assist in the development and implementation of
a training regime.46 The organizational development needs can be broken down in traditional
tiers of officer manpower and training requirements. For example, to utilize the US
nomenclature, the senior leadership consists of the SNA is in serious need of identifying,
recruiting, and training, line and field lower level grade officers. An entire recruiting system has
to be established. In an iterative loop, this immediately returns to the resource issue of pay and
sustenance for soldiers. It is unclear if this is impacted by regional or rank factors or both as well
as other parameters. In response to the myriad of difficulties, the European Union Council will
be relying on General Massimo Mingiardi to help with the training and development of the SNA.
Moreover, both AMISOM and UNSOM Human Rights are providing services; the former
performing refresher training and the latter human relations training. Yet, the pay and sustenance
issue are as yet murky and perhaps not uniform or systematic and is reflected in what would be
in the US military unauthorized absence. Troops are reluctant to leave their units and undergo
training for fear of missing pay. Also soldiers have left Camp Jazeera or not shown up because
they have not been fed properly; other factors include discipline and particularly literacy issues.
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Besides the officer identification, recruitment and training issue the SNA needs to address basic
NCO leadership development programs, basic recruit training programs and the gamut of
specialist training, radio operators, medics, logistics personnel, military police, equipment
technicians, etc. The list of needs is so fundamental that it is no exaggeration to suggest that
Somalia is building its army from the very foundation. The Training Steering Group is in the
midst of developing a plan to provide advice to most senior levels.
Focus of the Literature

For the sake of discussion we have categorized two types of military organization, each
with a distinct orientation: traditional war fighting and peace enforcement, and peacekeeping and
peace development. A brief literature review concerning these two orientations provides
evidence that they are distinct types, though they can overlap. This most frequently takes place
under conditions other than war.
Certainly in the West, one principal theme in military sociology concerns the state of civilmilitary relations and the military profession. Usually two tracks are noted, Huntington‟s
state centric orientation with its suggestion that security priorities may overtake those of
liberty and Janowitz‟ citizenship and public service orientation. The work of these two
pioneers was seminal in developing the field of military sociology. During the 1980s, both
of these perspectives were showing their age; since the end of the Cold War, there have been
a number of new perspectives and/or vectors of development. The „senior‟ leadership in these
new areas includes figures such as Peter D. Feaver, who introduced the principal - agent
theme from economics into analysis of civil military relations. Are the agents fulfilling their
obligations to the principals (the President, the Congress, the nation) or are they pursing their
own goals. This was followed up with the discussion concerning the divide between the
military and civilian leadership concerning the use of force, particularly as the U.S. political
leadership moved to accelerate its push for war in Iraq.47
Ubiquitous Change of Conditions

The theme of change has been extremely central to discussions about the nature or
war and society and questions the adaptability of the U.S. military and militaries in general to
develop new capabilities to meet a new threat environment and diverse security functions and
roles in a global age.48 This new environment has many features not present before the
explosion of the information age and the first gulf war in the early 1990s, but increasingly
identified by a variety of researchers and political writers after the conditions were branded
as part of a meta centric new world order by President George H. W. Bush. 49
The trends and changes that have generated so much concern, controversy, and debate are
significant. First and foremost, there are the overwhelming twin mega variables of
technology and the rise of the global economy. There have been other „ages‟ of globalization
and constant incremental change in an analog world where many of the seeds of the present /
future developed their roots. However, the digital age which began with many features of
basic science in the 1950s, and efficaciously came of age in the early 1980s and 1990s
spawned unparalleled micro to macro transformations in the financial and corporate world
that were not possible or thought of earlier. These can be quickly encapsulated with reference
to the birth of the microcomputer and the word processor and spreadsheet applications for a
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micro example; macro examples would include the design and implementation of distributed
global manufacturing and the rise in prominence of world markets and the trans-national
corporations as powerful actors in the global political economy, indeed impacting even the
mainstream conceptualizations of foreign relations theory. 50
Discussion pertaining to how these changes confronted military institutions, particularly in
the West, came to revolve around several themes. The most open-ended prospect focused on
technology and the rise of the digital battlefield. The almost science discussion has
approached almost science fiction in terms of weapons imagined and proposed for
development. One sector of this has concerned advanced communication and weapons
systems, which arrived with significant organizational baggage during the first Gulf War as
noted Mandeles‟ excellent discussion. 51One subsector focus of the technological explosion is
on „non-lethal‟weapons development; here the „list‟ of imaginative to real weapons has
included bio-control of narcotics, UVE-LIDAR (low grade laser environment detection and
tracking system), computer viruses, super polymers, micro-biotic technology, calmative
agents, and more.52Another sector is particularly focused on cyber war, robotics of drones
and other information gathering / „automated‟ battlefield technologies impacting the
techniques of even the basic infantry soldiers.53
Another sector of the traditional war-fighting literature focuses on the impact of
technological and global change on military leadership and performance at various levels
throughout the entire system including the difficulties presented by a stateless
enemy.54Attention at the highest military / civilian levels focuses on the relationship between
leadership quality and satisfaction, and variables such graduate education levels and private
sector management experience. 55 Examination of cadet and young officers has focused on
conceptions and descriptions of leadership in their research as have studies of military
women.56 Two solid efforts examined performance and experiences of line grade officers in
coalition forces and the enlisted American soldier in Iraq.57
One of the fundamental issues of economic and technological change impacting the U.S.
military has been the phenomenon of privatization. This has been on-going since the end of
the draft and the initialization of the volunteer force. However, outsourcing and privatization
has steadily encroached upon ever-more military functions. Essentially virtually all of
combat service support functions and the more closely associated combat support functions
have been outsourced or privatized, the difference being the latter involves the actual loss of
capacity. This trend has developed with its own crisis of command and control visa vie
responsibility and accountability as well as performance and is now penetrating into core
functions threatening control of the profession.58
Another similar vector concerns jurisdictional issues concerning the revolution in military
affairs enhancing issues such as preemptive warfare with powerful command and control
systems that others argue obviates war of attrition in favor of war of maneuverability with its
great possibilities albeit accompanied by a number of implications and difficulties for
traditional war-fighting.59Somewhere along the political path, this enamor with technology
became fused with the notion of „full spectrum dominance‟ a fusion of economic, military,
and cultural superiority that emboldened the G. W. Bush administration to engage in
preemptive war in Iraq and enmeshed journalists in the political conflict. 60Finally, it has been
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argued that all of this political economic and ideological change has entered into the culture
of the military in tandem with the gradual „Republicanization‟ of the officer corps of the
G.W. Bush
Administration.61Since
Past
Present - Future
Future
that time, a new trend
War of
Digital war of
Conflict of specific
Peace enforcement/
developing seems to be
attrition maneuverability special teams and
peacekeeping /
enabled by
technological
peace development
toward highly coordinated analog war
technological
packages
platforms
specialized - distinctive
revolution in military
tactical capabilities for
affairs
specific missions - with
Source: Paul Camacho and Ibrahim Mohamed, 2016
substantial technological
support packages. The
argument here is that the future will require the inclusion and coordination of a peace
enforcement / peacekeeping / peace development platform. Battle success is necessary but no
longer sufficient; genuine victory is in peace, stability, and development that is so inclusive
that the majority of preconditions for conflict can be surmounted, addressed, or solved in the
political socio-economic sphere.62
A Segue to the Peacekeeping Literature

One theme touched on above has concerned the change face of conflict, particularly
in Africa and was known as the “arc of instability” or “non-integrating gap”, where internal
or intra-state conflict was now becoming the primary type of conflict. 63 States were
collapsing and failing and response was to usher in peacekeeping studies. One author
considered it a consequence of the „new world order‟ and viewed these transitions as a
paradigm crisis in international doctrine. 64 This collapse and state failure was pushed to the
forefront of studies after the Cold War with the devolution of the Yugoslavian state, the birth
of Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia, and Serbia. The violence of the conflict in the Balkans of
Europe initiated an accelerated interest in peacekeeping studies.
In his introduction to a special issue on Peacekeeping for Armed Forces & Society, James
Burk noted several points / conditions: the increase in missions, a new matrix of complex
tasks not immediate associated with war-fighting, a lack of understanding of „best practices‟
and an relative absence of doctrine despite a quite expansive discussion in the military
literature65, as well as other factors e.g. attitude and performance of military personnel from
commanders to ordinary soldiers.66A bit under twenty years has passed since that issue; given
the outcomes of two wars and numerous interventions by US, coalition, and / or UN forces
the basic reality not yet acknowledge by all, is that there are (at least for the foreseeable
future) no victories obtained by military war-fighting alone. We have witnessed the obvious that the winning battles, however essential, is not sufficient. The complexity of the globalized
world has led to a discussion of the changing roles and functions of military deployments
along macro, mid-level, and micro parameters in an accelerating fractured world.
Stabilization then, is a “growth industry” requires numerous player types and significant
resources.67
The best of the big picture rests on studies from the perspective of researchers on
peacekeeping other than a focus on military command and control / roles and functions. That
is, the „standard‟ military peacekeeping literature focus on intervention at the theoretical
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level of macro political decision making 68, and at the operations levels of command and
control in the milieu of multiple organizational and coordination factors influencing success
and failureas mentioned above, here, and below. 69 Other „big picture‟ is that research takes a
position different from the conflict resolution literature on issue negotiation resulting from
analysis of tabular issue distinctions - rather insisting the focus must be on the rebuilding of
relationships among not simply the leadership who are often immune to consequences of
their own decisions, but rather among the local citizenry that are surrounded by the tension in
their very districts and neighborhoods.70 The focus below is on the military peacekeeping
issues of attitudes, performance, organization and doctrine.
Attitudes

Avant and Lebovic found no strong opposition to the „new‟ intervention situations by
service or by perception of threats. Officers took their cues according to the extent of
Presidential, congressional, and the U.S. public support. Others found a mild to strong
distinction between the attitudes of solders in the combat units and those of support units. 71
Combat units wanted the clarity, were anxious to prove their „warrior‟ skills. In Somalia,
Moskos and Miller found both support among minorities, women, and non-combat units and
resistance predominantly among those in combat units of US Army personnel; initial
altruistic enthusiasm emaciated as hostilities accelerated. Two years later, the same issue of
attitude toward the peacekeeping intervention was examined by Miller again. It seems that a
strong sense of understanding of the mission and its difficulties has to be a carefully
constructed narrative. Further, it may be that soldiers realize that they possess incompatible
skill sets for the limited rules of engagement and their role in peacekeeping, while support
soldiers experience less of a role strain. 72
Performance

Performance has been examined in a number of peacekeeping environments. Again, it
appears that superior performance is tied to a solid understanding of the mission and the
soldiers‟ perception of their role in the mission and is cognizant of the potential pitfalls
(ability to deploy rapidly, an understanding of the need for restraint, and its relationship to
legitimacy from the population).Role clarity was also important in reducing various types of
stress, thereby contributing to better performance. 73Also other important area is that
peacekeeping is more apt to be successful before or after, but not during the failed state
catastrophe.74 The disputants generally need incentives, options, or assessments of costs and
benefits that persuade them toward the cessation of conflict.
Operations and Doctrine

Discussion of the histories of various operations is one of the primary sources for
discussion of avenues by which to improve military operations (lessons learned) and
hopefully leads to the development of doctrine. This has been done to varying degrees for
interventions in Africa with discussion about types of peacekeeping forces and the problems
of coordination as well as discussion concerning the relationships with non-governmental
organizations (NGOs).75 Discussions about the limits of intervention, conflict resolution,
institutional and other arrangements are also a focus in this sector of peacekeeping. Also,
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many of the issues of command and control, new weapons technology, „nation building, and
the factor of public opinion were part and parcel of earlier intervention studies. 76 Others
focus on understanding and working with the civilian side in developing a broader
framework that actively incorporates the local population building on cultural resources and
those local citizen activists who are seeking peace. 77
Other Considerations

One of the ideas put forward has been the concept of a national institution capacity
development program which will endeavor to develop a strategy for improving the technical
and human resource capabilities and develops a directorate to provide administrative support
for a variety of projects.78For example, one project would construct an organizational chart of
the government ministries and their foreign partners and their projects to assist in
coordination and manage any duplication of efforts. In essence this is a meta data project that
will involve discussions with various staff personnel from selected institutions concerning
clarity of mission, expected output, etc. The institution will essentially be rated to its
organizational structures and processes, as well as to assess its strategies and ability to
achieve its goals. The goal of the development program is to help develop, coordinate, and
implement development plans for the institution in question.
From this broad and more basic framework, the concept of developing a capacity building
unit for the SNA and perhaps the MOD is being considered. It would … “gather and analyze
the information pertaining to our current institutional capacity, harmonize capacity building
programs to avoid overlapping, identify areas of priority, anticipate changes and implement
new development strategies tailored to our specific needs and requirements.” Essentially,
this would be or would have in it organizational table a social science research unit or center
to carry out research projects as the SNA sees fit. Currently the most basic themes are being
explored. However, in theory it portends to be a sizable operation providing data and
decision support management systems for the SNA leadership.
Initial Research Goal

At present the effort is to design an initial organizational unit consisting of a unit
manager, a social science design / developer, a data management developer, along with
interview and data entry personnel. Recently a new Chief of Somalia Armed Forces, General
Mohamed Aden Ahmed has now succeeded Major General Dahir Aden Elmi. 79 It will take
some efforts to see this initial project remains of the list of „possible projects agenda‟.
Whatever the fate of this avenue, the task remains to flesh out a plausible research unit
development project and engage the several government officials from various ministries and
commissions who have expressed some interest in the idea. The authors were hoping to
conduct a skeleton project at Camp Jazeera consisting of three focus groups and interviews
with a small number of trainees. Obviously, sponsors must be found. It is perhaps best simply
to „bullet‟ the ideas with some overlaps being considered.


A Personnel Information Verification Form (PIVF) / photograph / fingerprints for
identification; ancillary material would include various performance measures for the
soldier, enabling the SNA to grasp the current state of its human capital and inform them
about training needs for any specific soldier, or unit.
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Personnel Evaluation System that will set a value/designation based on indicators that are
required for personnel to attain in order to meet expectations according to the desired
competencies, skills, and level of training necessary, etc.
Personnel Selection System that will identify proper candidates most likely to succeed for
specific military occupations.
Assemble physical capital database (gap analysis) comparing current and desired
capability to improve the overall capacity of the SNA
Develop sets of questions that assess soldiers‟ vision and conception of their personal
future and hopes, etc.80

Summary and Policy Frameworks to Consider

The sketch below is fairly confined to issues immediate to the function and roles of
the SNA. However, neither they nor any other institution, have the status of independent
variable in the context of either the global economy or the recovery of their fragile state.
Other parameters and factors which they have little or no influence over have considerable
consequence for them. We can only mention them some of them here. The financial health of
the global economy, the sincerity and commitment of the donor community to honor pledges
are two exogenous variables. Endogenous to Somalia, yet basically outside SNA influence
includethe progress towards the development of the permanent constitution, the ability of the
government to secure sustainable tax revenue.
Devising an economic policy mindful of the necessity of providing opportunities for the base,
working, and middle sectors of society and coming to an agreement on the reintegration of
the internally displaced would ameliorate two preconditions / potential drivers of conflict.
Other factors involve the progress of recovery in other institutional sectors or subsectors, e.g.
the formation of a viable central bank and reforms of the financial system. Still another
difficulty is the political relationship with the Ethiopia and Kenya, abutting nations with
which there are territorial issues / disputes; and many more.
Micro Level

There are also „hybrid‟ situations that impact security while not directly within the
SNA‟s purview. The lack of retrievable knowledge of persons and physical addresses in
Mogadishu represents a serious security issue; the administration in Mogadishu does not
know the identity of its residents. The SIM card phenomenon represents another puzzle
removed from SNA functions / responsibilities; without a solution, security forces cannot
correlate a cell phone to and individual, or an address. Somalia is in the process of literally
re-building every government and civic institution from the ground up. There is a need for a
tremendous training for the security and intelligence forces across all security sectors. Camp
Jazeera should be developed as rapidly as possible with the appropriate physical capital
installed and the most basic training essentials initialized. An educational solution is required
so as to overcome the difficulty of filling some of the traditional military specialties; perhaps
general education classes could also be conducted at Camp Jazeera base.
The payment and sustenance issues emaciating soldier‟s moral remain to be addressed in a
uniform manner. Finally, a number of assessments of value to the SNA can be made with
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very low cost social science initiatives as developed by initializing a research unit for the
SNA.
Mid-Level

A few of the ideas / projects conceptualized include but are not limited to the
implementation of structural and programmatic reforms that encourage / incentivize national
identification over regional and traditional identifications. The line and field grade officer
recruitment and development issue requires attention and solutions. Perhaps the government
can develop programs that can successfully call on young men of Diaspora to serve and the
government should not leave this resourceful population to al-Shabaab to recruit.
The integration program is a critical effort in this endeavor for SNA. To garner public
legitimacy, the process needs to be inclusive, and discussions should not be limited to the
leadership of the security sector. A significant harvest of legitimacy could be accrued if
National Commission for the Somali National Army Integration held a series of “field
hearings” around the nation inclusive of all identifiable Somali communities to exercise a
productive citizenship.81Moreover, another concept the Somali government might deliberate
is the Janowitz / Moskos conceptions of military service / public service. A robust national
civic service program with functions and roles for all identification groups in Somali society
comes to mind.82Young professional Somali - Americans, Canadians, and others from the
Diaspora are eager to find a path to contribute to the nationalization efforts despite there are
lack of resources to exploit them. However, the consequences of disenchantment of this
human capital should be a major concern for everyone.
While al-Shabaab‟s control has been exorcised from Mogadishu (a city of two million), they
still are quite capable of and do attack targets there, e.g. political members of parliament and
hotels which house government officials and / foreign visitors. These activities generate
frustration, distrust, and bitterness. Yet, former President Sh. Mohamud has made a number
of offers of amnesty and negotiations with various elements of the opponents of the federal
government and should consider engaging in negotiations / dialogue with some of al-Shabaab
elements in an effort to obtain reconciliation. 83
Macro Level

Somalia must conceptualize a long term vision of reconciliation, peace, unity, and
development or risk perpetually trying to get there, but never arriving. It would become a
victim to the “tyranny of emergency” 84 robbing it of decision space, consequently distorting
both organizational purpose and strategies - negatively impacting outcomes. A united and
prosperous Somalia will ensure a prosperous and cooperative IGAD coalition. A stable and
democracy that is in line with the Somali tradition is achievable, but it needs relatively little
support and careful understanding that the democratization process that Somalia is going
through is not interchangeable with the ideological mindset of the US, Commonwealth of
Nations, or the European Union. Civil-military relations theorists and practitioners, as well as
those in related social science fields, should accept this reality as a factor of tangible and
volitional world conditions.
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It will take a minimum of two decades to rebuild Somalia and produce democratic conditions
on the ground. There is no “democracy in a box” as there is no magical development solution
from the post- Washington consensus prescriptions. If the present Somali government is
successful in its rebuilding efforts and stabilizing society, it will have performed a vital
contribution to global stability. Events should not be left to chance and Somalia‟s effort
toward rebuilding its government institutions should not be neglected as a result of any crisis
consciousness.
Global Level

At the global level, there has been no innovation to combat the recruitment of global
youth by the al-Shabaab‟s and ISIL‟s of the world. Alienated youth have been a subject of
study in the West and US for decades. One of the most interesting theories has been the
learning theory / social bond sector of social control theory, which focuses on four types of
social processes: attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief as anchors grounding
youth to society. 85 Alienated youth need structure, but the only group offering opportunity to
belong is the terror groups. The UN needs to develop and advertise a program of global civic
service to the young people around the global that offers opportunity for a sense of belonging
and „adventure‟ that is linked to positive, peace development opportunities of construction.
Whatever networks of programs are in existences, they are not competitive enough with
those of the apocalyptic terror groups - this is a serious failure of official neglect. 86
Global consequences of conflict in Iraq and Syria, the refugee crisis inundating the European
Union is of great importance, but should not crowed out focus on security in other regions.
While acknowledging the need for the continuation of some level of military action, perhaps
it is time to address our addiction to crisis management and seriously consider and develop a
broad new geo-political plan to address realities and in the long run, conserve resources for
use toward projects that offer plausible success. Of particular focus should be the response of
the West toward the refugee crisis. There has been no coordination by the EU and, with some
exceptions, little in the way of leadership, and the current refugee flows into the EU are the
result of basic conflicts within and among nations. It may be that globalization in all its
consequences that can be noted thus far, are in fact accelerating. Thus, a coordination of
enormous capacity building is required to address the refugee flows of today and the
immediate and mid-term future is required. It should be seen as a peace-development
opportunity. By whatever name and under whatever rubric - nation-building is upon the
West; failure will dramatically fuel accelerating conflict. Thus, the need to respond must be
viewed as an opportunity for peace development; there is no other choice.
The present situation/ condition of Somalia provides the world its best opportunity in the last
twenty-five years to stabilize a critical geopolitically located nation. The outcome in Somalia
should not be left to chance resulting from the preoccupation with the Iraq-Syria crisis which
cannot be addressed with traditional security responses that Braybrooke and Lindblom
described as strategies of disjointed incrementalism over four decades ago.87 This is not to
advocate the abandonment of „realist‟ incremental approaches altogether, but to note that
perhaps some bold strategic leaps out of the „traditional „realist‟ boundaries may be
necessary. War fighting (winning battles) is essential but very far from sufficient.
Peacekeeping / peace development is the new essential paradigm - again, by whatever name
and / or focus one uses „nation-building‟ is upon us all whether we would have it or not.
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Further, events are accelerating proportionately collapsing decision space and will overtake
transnational civil society if international leadership does not develop a new and daring path
toward peacekeeping and peace development. Let us push peace and development in
Somalia, and make it the highest concern for all.
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